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Abstract: Recent work has established that glutamatergic synaptic activity induces transient sodium
elevations in grey matter astrocytes by stimulating glutamate transporter 1 (GLT-1) and glutamate-aspartate
transporter (GLAST). Glial sodium transients have diverse functional consequences but are largely
unexplored in white matter. Here, we employed ratiometric imaging to analyse sodium signalling in
macroglial cells of mouse corpus callosum. Electrical stimulation resulted in robust sodium transients
in astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and NG2 glia, which were blocked by tetrodotoxin, demonstrating
their dependence on axonal action potentials (APs). Action potential-induced sodium increases
were strongly reduced by combined inhibition of ionotropic glutamate receptors and glutamate
transporters, indicating that they are related to release of glutamate. While AMPA receptors were
involved in sodium influx into all cell types, oligodendrocytes and NG2 glia showed an additional
contribution of NMDA receptors. The transporter subtypes GLT-1 and GLAST were detected at the
protein level and contributed to glutamate-induced glial sodium signals, indicating that both are
functionally relevant for glutamate clearance in corpus callosum. In summary, our results demonstrate
that white matter macroglial cells experience sodium influx through ionotropic glutamate receptors
and glutamate uptake upon AP generation. Activity-induced glial sodium signalling may thus
contribute to the communication between active axons and macroglial cells.
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1. Introduction

In the grey matter of the vertebrate brain, astrocytes can be subject to transient activity-related
increases in their sodium concentration, which can either be local or global depending on neuronal
activity patterns [1,2]. A major pathway for the generation of these astrocyte sodium transients is the
activation of sodium-dependent glutamate uptake in response to synaptic release of glutamate [3–7].
Glutamate uptake by grey matter astrocytes is realized by two transporter subtypes, namely glutamate
transporter 1 (GLT-1) and glutamate-aspartate transporter (GLAST) [8,9].

Activity-related astrocyte sodium transients have been suggested to serve important functional
roles in the interaction between neurons and astrocytes. Sodium increases caused by glutamate
transport activate the astrocytic Na+/K+-ATPase, leading to the consumption of cellular ATP and thereby
stimulating glial metabolism and lactate production, a key step in the so-called astrocyte-neuron lactate
shuttle [10,11]. Moreover, sodium influx into astrocytes changes the driving force for sodium-dependent
secondary active transporters. For example, this may result in the reversal of the plasma membrane
Na+/Ca2+-exchanger (NCX), which then switches from a calcium exporter to an importer for calcium,
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contributing to intracellular calcium increases under both physiological and pathophysiological
conditions [12–15].

In contrast to grey matter, the properties of sodium signalling in white matter glia are largely
unexplored. While white matter tracts do not feature classical chemical synapses between neurons,
axons can release glutamate in an activity-dependent manner (e.g., [16–19]). It is also established
that white matter macroglia express sodium-dependent glutamate transporters, which are especially
important to protect the tissue from glutamate-induced excitotoxicity [20–24]. In line with this, we
could recently demonstrate that application of glutamate results in sodium transients in astrocytes and
cells of the oligodendroglial lineage (representing mature oligodendrocytes as well as NG2 cells) in
tissue slices of corpus callosum of the mouse, which were strongly dampened upon pharmacological
inhibition of glutamate uptake in both groups [25]. Furthermore, we found that sodium not only
propagated intercellularly between gap-junction coupled astrocytes, but also from astrocytes to
oligodendrocytes and NG2 cells. This indicates that the different macroglia cell types in this white
matter area are directly functionally coupled [25].

In addition to glutamate transporters, white matter macroglia express a large repertoire of
receptors for different transmitters [26,27]. Their activation upon action potential (AP) propagation
triggers calcium signals in astrocytes in the optic nerve and corpus callosum, involving both glutamate
and purine receptors [19,28–30]. Axonal AP propagation and glutamate release moreover activate
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptors expressed on the myelin sheath, inducing intracellular calcium signals in the myelin
compartment and stimulating oligodendrocyte glycolysis [27]. In NG2 cells, calcium signals are
generated upon opening of AMPA receptors [17,19,31–33].

While it is thus established that glial cells in white matter can undergo calcium signalling in response
to axonal AP firing [26,27], it is not known, if axonal activity does induce detectable increases in the
sodium concentration of surrounding macroglial cells. In the present study, we addressed this question
by performing quantitative ratiometric imaging with the fluorescent sodium indicator sodium-binding
benzofurane isophthalate (SBFI) in acute tissue slices of the juvenile mouse corpus callosum. Using
pharmacological tools, different genetically-modified mice, immunohistochemistry, and immunoblotting,
we investigated the cellular pathways of sodium influx into the main macroglial cell types, namely
astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and NG2 glia.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Animals, Tissue Preparation, and Salines

The present study was carried out in strict accordance with the institutional guidelines of the
Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf and the European Community Council Directive (86/609/EEC).
All experiments were communicated to and approved by the Animal Welfare Office at the Animal
Care and Use Facility of the Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf (institutional act number: O50/05)
in accordance with the recommendations of the European Commission [34]. In accordance with the
German Animal Welfare Act (Tierschutzgesetz, Articles 4 and 7), no formal additional approval for the
post-mortem removal of brain tissue was necessary.

Coronal tissue slices (250 µm) were prepared from mouse corpus callosum (Mus musculus, Balb/C;
postnatal days (P) 15-20; both sexes). Moreover, the following transgenic animals were used (P15-20;
both sexes): NG2/EYFP knock-in mice, in which enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) is
expressed under the control of the NG2 promoter [35]; connexin knock-out (Cx-k.o.) mice that
display astrocyte-directed conditional deletion of connexin43 as well as additional, unrestricted
deletion of connexin30 [36]; and GLAST-k.o. mice that feature inactivation of the gene for GLAST [37].
In accordance with the recommendations of the European Commission (published in “Euthanasia of
experimental animals,” Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities,
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1997; ISBN 92-827-9694-9), mice were anaesthetized with CO2 before the animals were quickly
decapitated for slice preparation.

For imaging experiments, corpus callosum slices were prepared in ice-cold saline composed of
(in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, and 20 glucose, bubbled
with 95% O2 and 5% CO2, resulting in a pH of 7.4. After slice preparation, the tissue was kept at
34 ◦C for 20 min in saline containing 0.5–1 µM sulforhodamine 101 (SR101) for specific labelling of
astrocytes [38]. Afterwards, slices were incubated in SR101-free saline and kept at room temperature
(20–22 ◦C). Experiments were performed at room temperature as well.

2.2. Sodium Imaging and Electrophysiology

For intracellular sodium imaging, sodium-binding benzofuran isophthalate-acetoxymethyl ester
(SBFI-AM) (TEFLabs Inc., Austin, TX, USA), the membrane-permeant form of SBFI, was injected into
the corpus callosum, following a procedure reported before [39]. Ratiometric wide-field sodium imaging
was performed as described earlier in detail [4] using a variable scan digital imaging system (Nikon
NIS-Elements v4.3, Nikon GmbH Europe, Düsseldorf, Germany) attached to an upright microscope
(Nikon Eclipse FN-PT, Nikon GmbH Europe, Düsseldorf, Germany) equipped with 40×/N.A. 0.8
LUMPlanFI water immersion objective (Olympus Deutschland GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) and an
orca FLASH V2 camera (Hamamatsu Photonics Deutschland GmbH, Herrsching, Germany).

Excitation light was generated by a PolychromeV monochromator (TILL Photonics, Martinsried,
Germany). SBFI was alternately excited at 340 and 380 nm at 5 Hz and resulting emission was collected
>440 nm. Fluorescence was evaluated in regions of interest (ROI) positioned around SBFI-labelled cell
bodies. Signals were background-corrected as described before [4,40] and analysed using OriginPro
Software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA). The fluorescence ratio was calculated
from the emission at single wavelengths (F340/F380). SBFI fluorescence was calibrated in situ as
described earlier [4,39].

Corpus callosum axons were electrically stimulated using a saline-filled glass pipette with a tip
diameter of around 1 µM connected to an isolated stimulator (A-M systems, Model 2100, Sequim, WA,
USA). A train of rectangular electrical pulses (250 µsec/50–80 V) was delivered at 50 Hz for 0.5 s to
evoke APs. Local field potentials were recorded using a glass electrode (1-3 MΩ resistance) connected to
a HEKA EPC10 patch amplifier and analysed with Patchmaster software (HEKA electronics, Lambrecht,
Germany).

In several sets of experiments, glutamate (1 mM) was focally ejected into the corpus callosum
through a fine glass micropipette attached to a pressure application device (PDES-02D, NPI Electronic
GmbH, Tamm, Germany). All other substances were applied with the bath perfusion. The following
blockers were used: tetrodotoxin, TTX (Biotrend, Köln, Germany); (3S)-3-[[3-[[4-(Trifluoromethyl)benzoyl]
amino]phenyl]methoxy]-L-aspartic acid, TFB-TBOA (Tocris, Bristol, UK), 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic
acid, AP5 (Cayman chemical, Hamburg, Germany); 2,3-Dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulfamoyl-benzo(F)
quinoxaline, NBQX (Biotrend, Köln, Germany); dihydrokainate, DHK (Tocris, Bristol, UK).

2.3. Immunohistochemistry

Balb/C mouse brains of both sexes (P15-17) were fixed in 0.1 M PBS (phosphate buffered saline)
containing 4% PFA (paraformaldehyde) at 4 ◦C for 24 h. Then, 30 µm coronal slices of the corpus callosum
were prepared with a vibratome. For indirect immunostainings, sections were first incubated in
blocking solution comprised of normal goat serum (Gibco/Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany;
5% in PBS, 1 h) and TritonX-100 (Sigma-Aldrich Chemical, Munich, Germany, 0.4%). Afterwards,
sections were incubated in blocking solution (overnight, 4 ◦C) containing primary antibodies guinea
pig anti-GLT1 (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany, 1:1000), mouse anti-GLAST (Miltenyi, Bergisch
Gladbach, Germany, 1:100), rabbit anti-GLAST (Tocris, Bristol, UK, 1:1000), rabbit anti-glial fibrillary
acidic protein (GFAP) (DAKO, Santa Clara, CA, USA, 1:1000), and mouse anti-CC1 (GeneTex, Irvine,
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CA, USA, 1:250). Mouse anti-NG2 (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany, 1:100) was incubated for
19 h at room temperature.

Finally, sections were incubated in secondary antibody solution (PBS with 0.4% TritonX-100, 1 h)
containing goat anti-mouse Alexa 488 or 594 (1:500), goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 or 594 (1:500) and goat
anti-guinea pig Alexa 488 (1:500). In control sections, the primary antibodies were omitted from the
protocol. The sections were coverslipped in Mowiol (Calbiochem, Fluka, distributed by Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical, Munich, Germany).

Image z-stacks (10–20 optical sections, 0.3–0.5 µm each) were captured using a motorized confocal
laser scanning microscope (Nikon Eclipse C1, Nikon Instruments, Düsseldorf, Germany), equipped
with a Nikon 60×/1.4 oil objective. Adequate excitation was realized through argon (488 nm) and
helium-neon (543 nm) and 407 nm lasers. The parameters of image acquisition and processing were
identical for all stacks.

2.4. SDS-PAGE and Western Blot

For Western blotting, parts of the corpus callosum were excised from mouse brains of different
postnatal stages (P5, P10, P15, P25) and homogenized in radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer
(pH 7.4) containing 1% deoxycholic acid (NP-40), 0.25% sodium deoxycholate, protease inhibitors
(CompleteMini, Roche, Germany), 150 mM NaCl and 50 mM Tris-HCL. The homogenate was centrifuged
at 13,200 g at 4 ◦C for 30 min and the supernatant was supplemented with 4× Laemmli sample buffer
(5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 43.5% glycerol, 100 mM DL-dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.002% bromphenol
blue, 20% 2-mercaptoethanol, 125 mM Tris-HCl). Proteins were then separated on 5% (stacking) and
10% (separation) gels by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), with
a voltage of 60 V for 45 min and 120 V for 90 min, respectively. Proteins were then transferred to
polyvinylidenfluorid (PVDF)-membranes (Roth830.1, pore size 0.45 µm) for 70 min using the semi-dry
western blot procedure [41,42] with a constant current of 54 mA (one gel) or 108 mA (two gels).

Membranes were then incubated in a blocking solution comprised of PBS, 0.1% (v/v) tween
and 5% (w/v) milk powder for 1 h. Blocking solution containing primary antibodies guinea pig
anti-GLT1 (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany, 1:5000), rabbit anti-GLAST (Abcam, Cambridge,
UK, 1:1000) and rabbit anti-actin (Sigma-Aldrich Chemical, Munich, Germany, 1:2000) was added
overnight at 4 ◦C. Afterwards, membranes were incubated with a solution containing horseradish
peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies goat anti-rabbit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA,
1:5000) and rabbit anti-guinea pig (Sigma-Aldrich Chemical, Munich, Germany, 1:5000) for 30 min at
room temperature.

Immunoreactive protein bands were visualized using the enhanced chemiluminescence technique
(ECL-kit, Amersham, Germany). Densitometric analysis was performed at a luminescent image
analyser ImageQuant LAS-4000 (Fujifilm Europe, Düsseldorf, Germany). Background corrected grey
values of the respective proteins were divided by the grey values of α-actin and normalized to the P25
bands of the separate blots.

2.5. Data Analysis and Presentation

Unless differently specified, data are presented as mean values ± standard error of mean (SEM)
and, depending on the experimental setup, analysed by Wilcoxon paired test or student’s t-test.
p represents error probability, * 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05, ** 0.001 ≤ p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. “n” represents the
number of individual cells analysed, while “N” represents the number of individual experiments/slice
preparations. Each set of experiments was obtained from slices of at least three different animals.
Images were edited in ImageJ (NIH Image, Bethesda, MD, USA), and figures were prepared using
Adobe Illustrator (Adobe Systems Incorporated, San Jose, CA, USA).
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3. Results

3.1. Action Potentials Evoke Sodium Transients in Macroglial Cells of the Corpus Callosum

For imaging activity-related glial sodium transients in the corpus callosum, we first stained tissue slices
with the vital fluorescence marker SR101 to identify astrocytes (Figure 1A). Upon additional bolus-loading
of the membrane-permeant form of the sodium indicator SBFI, cell bodies of (SR101-positive) astrocytes
and SR101-negative cells could be distinguished (Figure 1A). In a recent study [25], we found that
SBFI-AM stains virtually the entire macroglial cell population, confirming that microglia do not take up
the dye [30]. SR101-negative, SBFI-loaded cells thus most likely represent oligodendrocytes and NG2
cells. No obvious differences in the baseline ratio levels were observed between the different types of
macroglial cells, indicating that their resting sodium concentrations are similar.

To evoke AP’s, a glass electrode was positioned in the fibre tract and axons were electrically
stimulated for 0.5 s at 50 Hz. The electrical stimulation induced a transient increase in the sodium
concentration of astrocytes and SR101-negative cells (N = 19) (Figure 1B). The average peak amplitude
of these sodium transients was similar in both cell types, amounting to 1.2 ± 0.1 mM in astrocytes
(n = 94) and to 1.4 ± 0.1 mM in SR101-negative cells (n = 171) (Figure 1C). Notably, recovery from
sodium transients was rather slow, and full recovery typically took several minutes (Figure 1B,C).
Sodium transients evoked by electrical stimulation were completely suppressed after perfusion of
slices with 0.5 µM TTX (n = 34 astrocytes and n = 66 SR101-negative cells; N = 5) (Figure 1C), indicating
that they were indeed related to axonal AP generation.

To test if AP-related sodium transients could be evoked repetitively, we performed experiments,
in which the electrical stimulation was repeated after 20 min (N = 4). Figure 1D illustrates that sodium
signals in astrocytes (n = 12) and SR101-negative cells (n = 29) exhibited similar amplitudes and kinetics
with four consecutive stimulations. Similarly, extracellular compound APs (CAPs) were stable with
three subsequent stimulations (N = 5; not shown). Perfusion with 0.5 µM TTX completely suppressed
CAPs (N = 3, not shown).

Taken together, our data show that electrical stimulation results in well-detectable transient sodium
increases in astrocytes as well as SR101-negative glial cells of the corpus callosum. These increases are
completely blocked during perfusion with TTX, showing that they are dependent on the opening of
voltage-gated sodium channels and the generation of APs, respectively.

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Action potential-induced sodium signals in macroglial cells of the corpus callosum. (A) Images
of sodium-binding benzofurane isophthalate (SBFI) fluorescence (left) and sulforhodamine 101 (SR101)
fluorescence (centre) of a tissue slice. The dotted box indicates the region depicted in the merged
image on the right. Yellow arrowheads point to SBFI-loaded, SR101-positive cells (astrocytes), green
arrowheads show SBFI-loaded, SR101-negative cells (cells of the oligodendrocyte lineage). Scale bars:
50 µm (left and centre) and 10 µm (right). (B) Sodium transients evoked by electrical stimulation
(arrowheads) in an astrocyte and a SR101-negative cell. The measurement was interrupted for 18 min;
note that cells fully recovered to baseline sodium within this time. (C) Histogram showing average
peak amplitudes ± standard error of mean (SEM) of action potential (AP)-induced sodium signals
in astrocytes and SR101-negative cells in control and after perfusion with tetrodotoxin (TTX). n.s.:
not significant. (D) Transient AP-induced sodium changes in an astrocyte and a SR101-negative
cell with four consecutive stimulations (arrowheads). Right: Histograms showing average peak
amplitudes ± S.E.M. of AP-induced sodium signals in astrocytes and SR101-negative cells with four
consecutive stimulations.

3.2. Pharmacology of Action Potential-Induced Sodium Transients in Macroglial Cells

In grey matter astrocytes of the mouse hippocampus, activity-related sodium transients are mainly
due to activation of glutamate transport [4], while in cerebellar Bergman glial cells, an additional
contribution of AMPA receptors was described [6]. To study the relevance of glutamate transporter
versus glutamate receptor-mediated sodium influx into macroglial cells of the corpus callosum, we
performed experiments in which axons were stimulated repetitively while different blockers were
added successively (N = 12).

Addition of NBQX (10 µM) to block AMPA receptors reduced the peak amplitude of sodium
transients significantly to 70.8 ± 5.3% of control stimulation in astrocytes (n = 29) and to 66.8 ± 4.3%
in SR101-negative cells (n = 43) (Figure 2A,B). Subsequent addition of AP5 (50 µM) to additionally
block NMDA receptors did not alter the amplitude of sodium signals in astrocytes, while significantly
reducing them in SR101-negative cells to 47 ± 4.1% of control. Finally, addition of TFB-TBOA (1 µM),
which blocks high-affinity glutamate transporters, significantly reduced amplitudes to 32.1 ± 6.8% in
astrocytes and to 21.3 ± 4.2% in SR101-negative cells (Figure 2A,B).

SBFI-loaded, SR101-negative cells in corpus callosum slices mainly represent oligodendrocytes and
NG2 cells [25]. To further distinguish between these two cell types, we used tissue slices from transgenic
NG2/EYFP-reporter mice [35], in which NG2 cells can be identified based on their expression of
EYFP (and absence of SR101-staining), while oligodendrocytes are both SR101 and EYFP-negative
(Figure 3A).
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Figure 2. Pharmacology of AP-induced sodium transients. (A) Action potential-induced (arrowheads)
changes in sodium in an astrocyte and a SR101-negative cell with four consecutive stimulations under
control conditions and after addition of different blockers as indicated by the bars (for abbreviations
see text). (B) Histograms showing peak amplitudes ± SEM of AP-induced sodium signals in astrocytes
and SR101-negative cells in control and after perfusion with different blockers as indicated, normalized
to the respective controls. *** p < 0.001; n.s.: not significant.

Electrical fibre stimulation triggered intracellular sodium transients in both NG2 cells and
oligodendrocytes (N = 7) (Figure 3B). The peak amplitude of these sodium transients was not
significantly different between the two cell types (NG2-cells: 1.7 ± 0.2 mM, n = 37; oligodendrocytes:
1.5 ± 0.1 mM, n = 68; not shown). Moreover, the pharmacological profiles were similar in both cell
types, essentially recapitulating the results obtained before with “SR101-negative” cells (see Figure 2).
As compared to controls in the absence of blockers, NBQX reduced peak amplitudes to 57.4 ± 5.3%
in NG2 cells (n = 37) and to 63.2 ± 6.1% in oligodendrocytes (n = 68). AP5 additionally reduced
amplitudes to 45.6 ± 5.4% (NG2 cells) and 41.3 ± 4.4% (oligodendrocytes), while TFB-TBOA caused a
reduction to 22.1 ± 4.8% (NG2 cells) and 20 ± 2.5% (oligodendrocytes) (Figure 3C).

In summary, these experiments show that axonal AP generation induces transient sodium signals
in all three classes of macroglial cells of the corpus callosum, namely astrocytes, oligodendrocytes,
and NG2 glia. Action potential-induced sodium increases are strongly reduced by combined inhibition
of glutamate receptors and glutamate transport, indicating that they are largely related to axonal
release of glutamate. The exact pharmacological profile, however, slightly differs between the different
cell types. While high-affinity glutamate transport and opening of AMPA receptors contribute to
AP-related sodium influx into all three macroglia cell types, only oligodendrocytes and NG2 glia (but
not astrocytes) show an additional contribution of NMDA receptors.
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Figure 3. Pharmacology of AP-induced sodium transients in NG2 cells and oligodendrocytes.
(A) Images of SR101 (left), EYFP (middle), and SBFI fluorescence (right) of a tissue slice prepared
from a NG2/EYFP transgenic mouse. The pipette for electrical stimulation is indicated in the right
image. Areas encircled by dotted lines represent regions of interest in which sodium signals were
measured as depicted in (B) (regions of interest (ROI) 1: NG2-cell; ROI2: oligodendrocyte). Scale
bar: 50 µm. (B) AP-induced (arrowheads) changes in sodium in an NG2 cell and an oligodendrocyte
with four consecutive stimulations under control conditions and after addition of different blockers as
indicated by the bars (for abbreviations see text). (C) Histograms showing peak amplitudes ± SEM of
AP-induced sodium signals in NG2 cells and (EYFP/SR101-negative) oligodendrocytes in control and
after perfusion with blockers as indicated, normalized to the respective controls. ***: p < 0.001.

3.3. Relevance of Gap Junctional Coupling

The results presented so far show that electrical stimulation of axons and AP generation are
accompanied by transient elevations in the sodium concentration of astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, as
well as NG2 cells of the corpus callosum and that these signals are largely related to activation of glutamate
receptors and transporters. We have reported previously that sodium signals can spread through gap
junctions among astrocytes and from astrocytes to oligodendrocytes and NG2 cells in the corpus callosum [25],
suggesting that glutamate may not act directly on all macroglial cells. To analyse the involvement of sodium
spread through gap junctions in the generation of glutamate-related sodium transients, we prepared tissue
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slices from animals, which exhibit a conditional (cre-recombinase-dependent) deletion of connexin43 in
astrocytes as well as an unrestricted deletion of connexin30 [36] (“Cx-k.o. mice”). Cre-recombinase-negative
mice, featuring undisturbed gap junctional coupling, were used as controls.

Focal pressure application of glutamate (1 mM/250 ms) induced sodium transients in the majority
of astrocytes and SR101-negative cells in the field of view in control animals as well as in Cx-k.o.
mice (N = 5) (Figure 4A). In control, these amounted to 2.0 ± 0.1 mM in astrocytes (n = 51) and to
1.2 ± 0.1 mM in SR101-negative cells (n = 54) (Figure 4B). In Cx-k.o. mice, glutamate-evoked sodium
increases were significantly larger as compared to controls in both astrocytes (2.8 ± 0.4 mM; n = 40)
and SR101-negative cells (1.7 ± 0.2 mM; n = 64) (Figure 4A,B).

Figure 4. Relevance of gap junctional coupling for glutamate-induced sodium transients. (A) Sodium
increases evoked by pressure application of glutamate (1 mM/250 ms; arrowheads) in astrocytes (upper
traces) and SR101-negative cells (lower traces) in slices obtained from control mice (left) and Cx-k.o.
mice (right). (B) Histogram showing peak amplitudes ± SEM of glutamate-induced sodium signals in
astrocytes and SR101-negative cells in control and Cx-k.o. mice. *: 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05.

These experiments thus show that sodium signals induced by direct application of glutamate in
astrocytes and SR101-negative cells are augmented in animals lacking connexins 30 and 43 in astrocytes.
This indicates that sodium signals in the latter group are caused by direct action of glutamate onto
individual cells and not primarily caused by an intercellular spread of sodium from astrocytes to
SR101-negative cells through gap junctions.

3.4. Relevance of Different Glutamate Transporter Subtypes

Grey matter astrocytes express two different subtypes of sodium-dependent glutamate
transporters, GLT-1 and GLAST, with the former being dominant after the first postnatal week [8,9,43].
To address the specific involvement of GLAST and GLT-1 in the generation of sodium signals in
macroglia of the corpus callosum, we studied the effect of different pharmacological blockers on sodium
transients evoked by puff application of glutamate (1 mM/250 ms). Under control conditions (N = 15),
this caused transient increase in sodium by 4.5 ± 0.3 mM in astrocytes (n = 71) and by 1.8 ± 0.1 mM in
SR101-negative cells (n = 66) (Figure 5A–C).

We first applied the non-transported, competitive inhibitor TFB-TBOA (1 µM), which blocks both
transporter subtypes [44]. In the presence of this blocker, the amplitude of glutamate-induced sodium
transients in astrocytes was reduced to 24.1 ± 4.7% (n = 14, N = 4) as compared to control (Figure 5A,D).
In SR101-negative cells, TFB-TBOA reduced the amplitude of sodium signals to 42.3 ± 9.2% (n = 16,
N = 4) relative to control (Figure 5A,D). In another set of experiments, dihydrokainate (DHK, 100 µM),
a GLT1-specific antagonist, was applied (N = 7). Dihydrokainate reduced the peak amplitude of
sodium transients in astrocytes to 81.1 ± 8.1% (n = 30) of respective control. In SR101-negative cells,
sodium transients were reduced to 76.4 ± 6.2% (n = 28) of control (Figure 5B,D).
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Figure 5. Involvement of glutamate-aspartate-transporter (GLAST) and glutamate transporter 1 (GLT-1)
in the generation of sodium signals. (A) Sodium increase evoked by pressure application of glutamate
(1 mM/250 ms; arrowheads) in an astrocyte (left) and a SR101-negative cell (right) in control and
after application of (3S)-3-[[3-[[4-(Trifluoromethyl)benzoyl]amino]phenyl]methoxy]-L-aspartic acid
(TFB-TBOA). (B) Same as in (A), but with application of dihydrokainate (DHK). (C) Sodium increase
evoked by pressure application of glutamate (1 mM/250 ms; arrowheads) in a representative wild
type astrocyte and SR101-negative cell (left traces) and in cells from a GLAST-k.o. animal (right traces).
(D) Histograms showing peak amplitudes ± S.E.M. of glutamate-induced sodium signals in astrocytes
and SR101-negative cells in control and after perfusion with different blockers as well as in GLAST-k.o.
animals, normalized to the respective controls. n.s.: not significant, *: 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05, **: 0.001 ≤ p < 0.01,
***: p < 0.001.
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In addition, we performed experiments in brain slices taken from GLAST-k.o. animals [37] (N = 6).
Here, glutamate application induced sodium increases by 2.3 ± 0.3 mM in astrocytes (n = 20) and by
1.4 ± 0.3 mM (n = 33) in SR101-negative cells (Figure 5C,D). Compared to the mean peak amplitude
of control experiments performed in wild type astrocytes as presented above, amplitudes were thus
significantly reduced to 50.5 ± 6%. In SR101-negative cells, peak amplitudes were not significantly
different between wild type controls and GLAST-k.o. animals (Figure 5D).

Taken together, these results show that sodium-dependent glutamate transport is a major pathway
involved in the generation of glutamate-induced sodium signals in astrocytes as well as SR101-negative
macroglial cells of the corpus callosum. Moreover, our data suggest that both glial transporter subtypes,
GLT-1 and GLAST, contribute to glutamate-induced sodium influx.

3.5. Spatial and Developmental Expression Profile of Glutamate-Aspartate-Transporter and Glutamate
Transporter-1 in Corpus Callosum

Our results indicated that activation of the glutamate transporter subtypes GLT-1 and GLAST is
involved in sodium influx in response to AP generation in macroglial cells. To study GLT-1 and GLAST
expression at the protein level, we performed immunohistochemical stainings and immunoblotting of
corpus callosum tissue.

For immunohistochemistry, tissue slices of corpus callosum, taken from mice at postnatal day 15–17,
were labelled with antibodies targeting the astrocyte intermediate filament GFAP. Figure 6A,B illustrate
the typical staining pattern of GFAP in white matter tracts, consisting of elongated fibres presumably
running in parallel to axonal tracts. CC-1 antibodies were used to visualize the oligodendrocytic
protein adenomatous polyposis coli (APC). CC-1 immunoreactivity showed the typical labelling of
oligodendrocyte somata without labelling myelin (Figure 6C,D). Antibodies for NG2 proteoglycan
were used to label NG2 glia. NG2 immunoreactivity resulted in plasma membrane labelling as
shown in Figure 6E,F. Double labelling for GLT-1 (Figure 6A,C,E) or GLAST (Figure 6B,D,F) resulted
in punctate labelling patterns for both transporters, which partially co-localized with GFAP, CC-1,
and NG2-positive structures.

In addition, we performed SDS-PAGE and Western blots of tissue dissected from corpus callosum
of animals at different postnatal stages (P5, 10, 15, 25). For both GLT-1 and GLAST several distinct
bands (60, 130, 180 kd and 55, 130, 150, 190 kd, respectively) were detected in all age groups most
likely due to monomeric and multimeric fractions of the transporters (Figure 7A), confirming earlier
studies indicating that both exist as homomultimers [45,46]. Numerical analysis of GLT-1 expression
(60, 130, 180 kDa) revealed a steady increase in relative protein content during postnatal development
(N = 4 per age group) as shown before for mouse hippocampus [43]. At the neonatal stage (P5), GLT-1
expression was low (10.4%) compared to P25 (100%). Its expression increased significantly at P10
(40.7%) and again at P15 (52.7%). In contrast, relative GLAST expression (55, 130, 150, 190 kDa) at P5
was already about half (51.5%) that of P25. While the GLAST protein expression level significantly rose
from P5 to P10 (87.6%), there was no further significant increase at P15 (74.0%) as compared to P25
(N = 3 per age group) (Figure 7B). Again, this general expression profile was similar to that reported
from early postnatal hippocampus [43].

These experiments clearly indicate that both GLT-1 and GLAST are expressed at the protein levels
in the corpus callosum of mice during the first three weeks after birth. Both transporters show an
increase in relative protein content between P5 and P25 that is similar to what was reported from
hippocampus. However, the upregulation of GLT-1 expression appears to be slightly delayed when
compared to GLAST, which already shows high expression levels in the neonatal corpus callosum.
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Figure 6. Immunohistochemical analysis of glutamate transporter expression in macroglia of
corpus callosum at P15-17. (A) GFAP and GLT-1 immunoreactivity and merge. (B) GFAP and GLAST
immunoreactivity and merge. (C) CC-1 and GLT-1 immunoreactivity and merge. (D) CC-1 and GLAST
immunoreactivity and merge. (E) NG2 and GLT-1 immunoreactivity and merge. (F) NG2 and GLAST
immunoreactivity and merge. Yellow arrowheads point to structures with apparent co-labelling. Scale
bar: 5 µm.
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Figure 7. Quantitative analysis of glutamate transporter expression. (A) Western blots incubated
with anti-GLT-1/GLAST and α-actin from corpus callosum preparations taken from mice aged P5, P10,
P15 and P25. (B) Mean relative intensities of GLT-1 and GLAST bands normalized to P25. n.s.: not
significant, *: 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05, **: 0.001 ≤ p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.

4. Discussion

4.1. Action Potentials Induce Sodium Transients in White Matter Glial Cells That Are Related to Glutamate

In this study, we analysed activity-related intracellular sodium transients in mouse corpus callosum
after injection of the chemical sodium indicator SBFI-AM into acutely isolated tissue slices. According
to our previous work, this results in selective loading of the dye into macroglia, excluding microglial
cells [25,30]. To separate between different subtypes of macroglia, astrocytes were additionally stained
with the vital dye SR101 [38,47]. The population of SBFI-labelled SR101-negative cells, representing
cells of the oligodendrocyte lineage, was further distinguished employing NG2 reporter mice [35], in
which NG2 cells and mature oligodendrocytes of corpus callosum slices can be identified based on EYFP
fluorescence [25]. Using these tools, we could demonstrate that the generation of APs is accompanied
by sodium transients in all three main classes of macroglial cells, namely astrocytes, oligodendrocytes
as well as NG2 glia in the corpus callosum.

Activity-related sodium transients are well described from astrocytes of different grey matter
regions, including hippocampus, neocortex, cerebellar cortex and Calyx of Held [4–7,48,49]. They are
mainly caused by activation of sodium-dependent glutamate transporters in response to presynaptic
release of glutamate [10,12,50]. Knowledge on sodium signalling of cells of the oligodendrocyte lineage
is sparse. Studies performed on cultured oligodendrocytes reported that application of glutamate
or AMPA increases intracellular sodium [51,52]. In cultured NG2 cells, γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
induced an elevation of intracellular sodium probably by opening non-inactivating sodium channels in
response to GABA-mediated depolarization [53]. In addition, we recently described glutamate-induced
sodium increases in corpus callosum oligodendrocytes and NG2 glia [25].
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In our earlier study [25], we also showed that sodium can easily spread from astrocytes to both
oligodendrocytes and NG2 cells and that this panglial spread of sodium depends on the presence of
gap junctions composed of connexins 30 and 43. In the present study, application of glutamate in slices
obtained from animals lacking connexins 30 and 43 in astrocytes induced prominent sodium transients
in astrocytes and also in SR101-negative cells. This strongly suggests that glutamate directly acted on
both cell types, namely on astrocytes and cells of the oligodendrocyte lineage. Glutamate-induced
sodium signalling thus seems to be a widespread property of different macroglial cells of grey as well
as of white matter.

As mentioned above, activity-induced sodium transients, resulting from synaptic release of
glutamate and subsequent transporter-mediated uptake into glial cells, are well known from grey
matter. Our data now show that macroglial cells also undergo activity-related sodium transients in
the corpus callosum, that is in the absence of classical chemical synapses and presynaptic glutamate
release. In this context it is worth mentioning that our stimulation protocol was relatively moderate,
comprising only 25 pulses within 0.5 s. We thus assume that the stimulation resulted in a maximum
of 25 APs fired at 50 Hz. Action potential-induced sodium increases in corpus callosum macroglial
cells were strongly reduced by combined inhibition of glutamate receptors and glutamate transport,
indicating that they are largely related to release of glutamate. This is in line with numerous earlier
reports suggesting that active axons release glutamate into the periaxonal space (e.g., [16–19,26]).
In addition, there is evidence that glutamate is also released by astrocytes [19].

Interestingly, while AP-induced sodium signals were of similar amplitude in astrocytes and in
SR101-negative cells, sodium transients induced by direct pressure application of glutamate were
significantly larger in astrocytes as compared to SR101-negative macroglia. The latter observation
confirms data obtained in our earlier study [25]. A likely reason for this disparity is the different spatial
relationship between the sources of glutamate (axonal versus external pipette) and the distribution of
glutamate receptors/transporters on macroglial cells. Axonal glutamate release will most likely reach
receptors/transporters on the innermost layer of myelin facing the axonal membrane directly and
may less efficiently escape at nodes of Ranvier to activate receptors on nearby astrocytes. Applying
glutamate by a pipette will probably activate receptors/transporters on astrocytes efficiently, whereas
it may not fully reach those underneath the myelin sheath.

While our measurements enabled detection of activity-related sodium transients in white matter
astrocytes, oligodendrocytes as well as NG2 cells, axonal fibres were not visible with the experimental
approach employed. Action potential generation in axons obviously depends on the opening of
voltage-gated sodium channels and it was indeed shown that this results in prominent transient
elevation in intra-axonal sodium concentrations in different central neurons [54–57]. It is therefore
probably safe to assume that AP generation also caused sodium transients in axonal fibres of
corpus callosum. Finally, sodium influx into neuronal and glial compartments will most likely be
accompanied by a transient decrease in extracellular sodium as shown e.g., for cortex [58].

4.2. Relevance of Different Sodium Influx Pathways

In the present study, perfusing slices with NBQX reduced the peak amplitude of AP-induced
sodium transients by 30–40% in astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and NG2 cells. This indicates that
activation of AMPA receptors in response to AP-related release of glutamate provides a prominent
pathway for sodium influx into all three types of macroglial cells in corpus callosum. Moreover, sodium
influx into oligodendrocytes and NG2 glia was significantly reduced upon additional pharmacological
inhibition of NMDA receptors. This in in line with earlier reports describing expression of ionotropic
glutamate receptors in white matter glia [26,27]. White matter astrocytes, in addition to ionotropic
glutamate receptors, express a wide variety of different other transmitter receptors, most notably
ionotropic P2X7 purinoceptors [28,29]. The latter, activated by axonal release of ATP, might represent a
further influx pathway for sodium into astrocytes [28].
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Like astrocytes in white matter, cells of the oligodendrocytic lineage express different glutamate
receptors, including ionotropic AMPA and NMDA receptors, which are activated in response to
AP firing [59–63]. For example, it was shown that glutamate released by axons is sensed by
AMPA receptors on oligodendrocyte precursor (NG2) cells, which influences their proliferation and
differentiation [17,19,32,64–66]. There is also firm evidence that glutamate derived from active axons
is sensed by AMPA and NMDA receptors expressed on the surrounding myelin sheath, resulting
in calcium signals proposed to play a central role in coupling axonal activity and integrity with
oligodendrocyte metabolism and driving formation of myelin [67–72]. Metabolic support of axons
was moreover suggested to be provided by astrocytes, which break down glycogen and release
lactate into the extracellular space that can then be taken up by axons during periods of high energy
demand [73,74].

Our data in addition demonstrate a significant contribution of high-affinity glutamate uptake
to AP-related sodium signals in astrocytes, oligodendrocytes as well as NG2 cells, suggesting that
glutamate transporters are activated upon AP propagation in the corpus callosum. These results are thus
in line with earlier reports showing expression of different subtypes of glutamate transporters in white
matter [21–24,75,76]. To address the involvement of glutamate transporter subtypes GLT-1 and GLAST,
we performed immunohistochemical stainings and immunoblotting, demonstrating expression of
both transporters at the protein level during the first three weeks after birth in corpus callosum. Their
expression levels increased between P5 and P25, which is similar to hippocampus and neocortex [43,77].

We also tested the effect of DHK, a selective pharmacological inhibitor of GLT-1, on glutamate-induced
sodium signals. DHK resulted in a significant reduction of sodium increases in both astrocytes and cells
of the oligodendrocyte lineage, indicating that this subtype is functionally relevant for both groups.
Moreover, in GLAST-k.o. animals, glutamate-induced sodium signals were significantly altered in
astrocytes as compared to wild type controls. In contrast, sodium signals were unaltered in cells
of the oligodendrocyte lineage in animals lacking GLAST, suggesting that GLAST is not ultimately
required for efficient uptake of glutamate in SR101-negative cells. This in in agreement with studies
demonstrating that glutamate uptake in white matter oligodendrocytes additionally involves excitatory
amino acid carrier 1 (EAAC1) [24,76].

5. Conclusions

Our study establishes that the propagation of APs in the corpus callosum, a major white matter tract,
generates transient sodium elevations in macroglial cells. While many studies have demonstrated the
existence of glial calcium signalling in white matter [26,27], activity-related sodium signalling has, to
the best of our knowledge, not been reported so far. Interestingly, sodium transients in astrocytes and
cells of the oligodendrocyte lineage shared many characteristics. Their amplitudes and time courses
were rather similar, and the majority of sodium influx was mediated by glutamate-related pathways,
namely ionotropic receptors and high-affinity glutamate transport. The only essential differences
found were the apparent involvement of GLAST in astrocytes, but not in cells of the oligodendrocyte
lineage, and the contribution of NMDA receptors to sodium signals of the latter, but not the former
group of cells. Along with these considerations, it is important to keep in mind that measurements in
the present study were taken from somata and that signal properties as well as sodium influx pathways
might be different in cellular processes and in myelin compartments.

At present, we can only speculate about the possible functional relevance of macroglial sodium
signals in white matter. In general, it is of note that glial calcium and sodium signals share a common
influx pathway, namely inotropic glutamate receptors, emphasizing the involvement of the latter
in the communication between axons and surrounding glia. Sodium elevations are additionally
augmented by high-affinity glutamate uptake, which is not directly involved in the generation of
calcium signalling. In grey matter, activity-related sodium signals induced upon activation of glutamate
transport were suggested to stimulate astrocyte glycolysis and lactate release, thereby representing
important mediators of metabolic interaction between neurons and glial cells [10,11]. In analogy, they
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might also drive lactate production in white matter oligodendrocytes and astrocytes and thereby be
involved in metabolic support of axons by both cell types [74,78,79].

Several studies have correlated sodium elevations with migration, proliferation and differentiation
of oligodendrocyte precursor cells. Direct modulation of K+ channels by sodium influx resulting
from activation of AMPA receptors was shown to inhibit proliferation of oligodendrocyte precursor
cells [64,80–82]. In rat oligodendrocytes in culture, stimulating sodium-dependent glutamate uptake
was associated with intracellular calcium signals most likely based on reverse mode NCX activity,
which promoted their morphological differentiation [83]. Increased sodium and resulting reverse
NCX activity were also found to promote synthesis of myelin basic protein in mouse oligodendrocyte
precursor cells in culture [84]. Finally, NCX-mediated calcium signalling promoted by a persistent
sodium current was involved in the migration of NG2 cells during early brain development [53].

Sodium transients induced in astrocytes and cells of the oligodendrocyte lineage by propagating
APs along axonal fibre tracts might thus exert a role in the metabolic support of axons. In addition,
they might promote the establishment of a compact myelin sheath. Activity-related sodium signalling
in white matter macroglia is therefore likely to represent an essential component in the communication
between axons and surrounding glia.
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